Poly Instructors Report State Fair


The assembly was started off in an interesting way by the poly-boys, who put on the annual stunt last year, but due to the weather and other conditions was not quite so popular as usual. After the song, Mr. Explorer gave an account of the Poly exhibition which took place in the state fair, but due to the weather conditions was not quite so popular as usual.

According to Mr. Warren, a great many visitors came to the exhibition, and a lot of the work done by the poly-boys was displayed and admired.

The assembly then turned to the Poly exhibition where they heard from Mr. McFarland who gave an account of the work done by the poly-boys.

Mr. McFarland gave a detailed account of the work displayed at the exhibition, and also gave an account of the work done by the poly-boys.

Poly Instructors Mini-Exhibition

The picture was very interesting and instructive, and educational.

Mr. Iterator spoke on the social and economic viewpoints in the Orient. Wherever he went, he said everyone was treated courteously. He spoke of the pretty mountains, river, and lake scenes.

Mr. Ricketts also spoke on the social and economic viewpoints in the Orient. He said that many of the people in the Orient were very courteous to everyone.

The meeting then adjourned.

Mr. Ricketts also spoke on the social and economic viewpoints in the Orient. He said that many of the people in the Orient were very courteous to everyone.
POLY CHATTER

POLYGRAM

News and Notes Furnished by Representatives of the Various Organizations

Annex Notes

Polly Seymour came in the other morning, yet she has been a student at Poly for years. She was very excited and had lost to long that it was worth mentioning, but then she realized that it was a good deal too important to pass up. She began to laugh and broke right into the conversation, "Hill, I just had to see you about something." "What is it, Polly?" "I just heard that Mr. Turner has to go to the hospital!" "Oh, really?" "Yes. He said he was going to stay there for a while, but he said he would be back in a few weeks. He asked me to tell you that he would be back in a few weeks." "Thank you, Polly. I will be sure to tell him that."

There was a county Farm Homemakers' Club meeting in the draft building on November 15th. The meeting was well attended and the discussion was lively. The club is planning a trip to the county fair in the spring and everyone is looking forward to it.

Galley Slaves

The Polygraph has been quite busy lately, but the work is being done efficiently and on time. The coming letters and cards have been written and the process of putting them into print is well under way.

"Puff" Wann is an exception to the rule of late. He has been busy writing editorials and columns, and has contributed a great deal to the success of the Polygraph.

Richars Bank has been "working" this year, and has managed to get a few articles into print. His contributions have been very interesting and have helped to make the Polygraph a more attractive publication.

Poly Phase Club

This year's Poly Phase Club is working hard to make their meetings more interesting and informative. They are planning a trip to the county fair in the spring and everyone is looking forward to it.

Baracks Breezes

Have you noticed how little the barrack bells ring lately? The students have become more mature and are trying to behave themselves.

Flashovers & Short Circuits

Walter Jacobsen has been busy preparing for his graduation last week. He is surveying with a crew on the Hanalei--Carmel highway and has been working long hours in the heat.
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Green Peaches

A certain rule reporter was walking on a morning along the peach orchard, and in under the peach tree he saw a green peach rolled half ripe. This bountiful fruit gave him a sound wonderfully in his mind.

Little peach in the garden grew

The sun by the earth washed by the dew

It grew, it grew, killed by the eun and washed by the dew

In the tree a stick they threw down came the peach of emerald hue.

Put water in a pigsty, would they a fountain peui

A little peach in the garden grew

An old man named Williams, who had stumbled, literally, upon Hochschmidt while flatting. My ankle had turned sharply, leaving me for a time unable to proceed up or down stream. So, perforce, the pres-

Old King Lionmane Fish, Alonoes and Oysters

Old King Lionmane, a famous fish, was a favorite of the marine world. He was known for his size and color, which made him a prized specimen for many years. His unique appearance and behavior attracted attention from various scientists and researchers.

The whole row rote out of an office boy;

Tall, thin and lean, he left behind the other figures of an office boy;

Burriss Service Station

GAS, OILS AND TIRES

You blow 'em, we fix 'em

Cor. Mabre and Garden St.

The Score

It isn't the job we intended to do. This just happened to me.

That put us right on the ledger sheet. It's how we have really done.

Our credit is built upon things we do, the things we don't.

The man who total the biggest thing in the world.

Good intentions do not pay bills; it's easy enough to plan.

Such is the case of an office boy;
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For Football Men

A few of you fellows may not have seen those of your former teammates here.

This is to call your attention to the fact that the J. C. squad will be playing its first game away from home this year.

The game will be between the J. C. and the University of Michigan teams, and it will be held on Saturday, October 7th.

Please be sure to attend."